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ABSTRACT
MODULAR AND DYNAMIC APPROACHES TO THE FORMATION OF SINGLECHAIN POLYMER NANOPARTICLES

BY
Bryan Tuten
University of New Hampshire, May, 2016

The methodology towards the creation of nanoscale polymeric objects by way of
the folding of single polymer chains has been enjoying success in the field of polymer
chemistry and materials science. By synthesizing polymer chains with built in
functionality either through functional side groups, or direct incorporation into the
polymer backbone, polymer chemists are able to fold single polymer chains onto
themselves through a broad range of covalent and non-covalent interactions in dilute
solution. These compact, nano-sized objects can now be used in a wide arrange of
functions and applications.
The aim of this dissertation is to provide first, a comprehensive overview of the
recent advances and success enjoyed by this field and second, to showcase some of the
various routes towards the dynamic and modular creation of these single-chain polymer
nanoparticles (SCNPs).
Chapter 2 of this work discusses the use of dynamic covalent cross-linking
chemistry via reversible disulfide bridges in the folding and unfolding of SCNPs.
Through the use of triple detection size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) it was shown

xvi

through changes in retention time, a phenomena indicative of hydrodynamic volume, a
polymer was being folded into compact SCNPs and then unfolded and refolded via redox
chemistry. Chapter 3 explores the design of polymers that had various different crosslinkable moieties incorporated into the monomer side units. By having cross-linkable
moieties that can undergo different chemical cross-linking reactions (i.e thiol-yne click
reactions, epoxide ring-opening reactions, activated esters), a modular approach towards
the folding and subsequent functionalization of SCNPs is created. Looking to design a
system with a greater degree of control over the modular functionality, chapter 4
investigates the use of norbornene imide monomers containing pentafluorophenyl
activated esters with varying methylene spacer unites between the polymerizable olefin
and the activated ester. It was here that an unexpected phenomena was observed; the
doping effects of fluorinated aromatic hydrocarbons (FAHs) on second and third
generation Grubbs’ catalysts. This chapter aims to shed some light on this subject. Finally
in chapter 5 an additional click-chemistry reaction is observed to take place with
pentafluorophenyl methacrylate. Thiol-para fluoro click reactions are used to react with
the pentafluorophenyl activated esters, while still leaving the ester moiety reactive
towards

primary

alkyl

xvii

amines.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO SINGLE-CHAIN POLYMER NANOPARTICLES:

Ubiquitous in nature are precisely defined linear polymers folded into functional
nano-objects that are capable of performing complex tasks. With this in mind an obvious,
yet unmet, research goal becomes apparent: exploiting our understanding of biological
macromolecules to mimic this behavior in the laboratory using recent advances in
controlled polymerization chemistry and the well-known theories of modern polymer
physics. Applications for this emerging technology include catalysis1-5, sensors6,
nanoreactors7, and nanomedicine.8-11
The elegance and utility of biomacromolecules lies in their perfectly defined
tertiary structure or, in other words, a specific three-dimensional shape with precise
placement of functionality either on the surface, or within the interior. It is by having a
precise primary structure, that these biomacromolecules form their specific tertiary
structures, which is not currently possible in traditional synthetic polymers. Recent
advances in controlled polymerization chemistries have allowed the synthesis of
multiblock polymers with narrow molecular weight distributions12 or materials with
controlled monomer sequences13,14 by step-growth and chain-growth techniques. These
methods are a leap forward, but still result in microstructure heterogeneities or broad
molecular weight distributions. In analogy to nature’s three-dimensional globular
1

structures, dendrimers have often been considered as a synthetic alternative due to their
low molecular weight distributions and highly regular structures. Traditionally, however,
their synthesis is tedious and often results in prohibitively low yields as well as the
inability to precisely control the functionality and morphology of the interior. By using
“click” chemistries, recent advances have been made upon traditional methods,15
however, dendrimers still fall short of the precisely controlled architecture’s of nature.16
With biomacromolecules as the paragon of functional and structurally defined
nano-objects, then the new paradigm in polymer synthesis must involve the manipulation
and folding of single polymer chains.17 Conceptually, this is a simple process (Figure 1.1
General overview of SCNP formation.18)
Single-chain polymer nanoparticles (SCNP), while in principle are easy to
comprehend, they have exhibited far greater complexity than initially anticipated and are
the subject of numerous research groups internationally19-22 as well as our own.

1.1 Synthesis of SCNPs

Figure 1.1 General overview of SCNP formation.

2

A wide array of various chemistries has been used to synthesize SCNPs. In most
cases, functionalized polymers are created via post-polymerization modification
techniques in dilute solution (most commonly <1 mg mL-1) in order to promote intrachain cross-linking as opposed to inter-chain cross-linking. Indicative of any postpolymerization modification technique, the chemistries utilized in SCNP formation must
be efficient and produce no side-products.23
Nature takes advantage of many different orthogonal covalent cross-links (eg
disulfides), dynamic covalent chemistry (eg acetal formation), and non-covalent
interactions (eg hydrogen bonding, metal ligation), in folded biomacromolecules.
Drawing on these ideas as inspiration, SCNPs can be created following these and similar
motifs. In this section the discussion of intra-chain cross-linking chemistries will be
divided into three sections: covalent, dynamic covalent, and non-covalent. Table 1.1
highlights these three themes.

Table 1.1 A list of the numerous types of chemistry utilized in the formation of SCNPs.

Before cross-linking

Structure of cross-link

Type of chemistry
Friedel-Crafts
alkylation24
Thermal [4+4]
cycloaddition25-28

3

Before cross-linking

Structure of cross-link

Type of chemistry
Free radical
polymerization29,30

Photoinduced
[4+2]
cycloaddition31
Isocyanate amine32

Epoxide amine

Olefin
metathesis33

Azide-alkyne
“click”
chemistry9,34-36
Thiol-ene “click”
chemistry37
Oxidative
polymerization of
thiophene38

Sulfonyl nitrene
insertion/coupling3
9

Cationic
polymerization of
epoxide1

4

Before cross-linking

Structure of cross-link

Type of chemistry
Glaser-Hay
coupling40
Menschutkin
reaction41
Bergman
cyclization42,43

Hydrazone
formation19,44

Disulfide
formation45,46

Enamine
formation47,48
Photodimerization
of coumarin7

Photodimerization
of anthracene49

5

Structure

Type of chemistry
Hamilton wedge, cyanuric acid hydrogen
bonding50,51

Thymine, diaminopyridine hydrogen
bonding51,52

2-Ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy)
hydrogen bonding53-57

Benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide (BTA)
hydrogen bonding2,3,6,17,58

6

Structure

Type of chemistry
Dendritic self-complimentary hydrogen
bonding59

Before cross-linking

Structure of cross-link

Type of chemistry
Rhodium coordination60

Copper coordination5

1.1.1 Covalent cross-linking reactions:

Taking advantage of a benzylcyclobutene functional group, Hawker and coworkers
synthesized architecturally defined SCNPs via intramolecular dimerization at high
temperatures (thermal 4 + 4 cycloaddition). (Fig. 2 27). As mentioned early, the formation
of SCNPs is dependant on low concentrations in order to facilitate intramolecular crosslinking as opposed to intermolecular cross-linking. Hawker and coworkers reported

7

various syntheses of random copolymers of 4-vinylbenzylcyclobutene (BCB) and other
various vinyl monomers via nitroxide mediated free radical polymerization (NMP). A
continuous addition method was used in which concentrated polymer solutions were
added to heated solvent, with overall concentration of 2.5 mg mL-1 (0.05 M). This
continuous addition method proved more efficient than typical ultra-dilute conditions as
it required less solvent while still avoiding intermolecular cross-linking. Showcasing the
versatility of this cross-linking chemistry, Harth and coworkers created a less
synthetically challenging vinylbenzosulfone (VBS) monomer that displays similar crosslinking characteristics only at a much lower temperature than the BCB monomers.61
While the electron withdrawing SO2 moiety lowers the thermal barrier for the 4 + 4
cycloaddition to 150 °C, this is still too extreme for many sensitive functional groups.
Also, while the continuous addition process lowers the amount of solvent required to
form these SCNPs, the amount needed still precludes them from being synthesized on
any kind of industrial scale. This lack in scalability is still an as of yet challenge solved
by the SCNP community.
With their high efficiencies, high functional group tolerance, and mild reaction
conditions, “click” reactions are an attractive route to the synthesis of SCNPs.22 To date,
copper-mediated azide-alkyne cycloadditions,9,34-36 thiol-ene addition,37,62 and amineisocyanate addition32 click reactions have all been used as routes to the creation of
SCNPs. Due to their incompatibility with free radicals, alkene and alkyne “click”
reactions often involve the protection/deprotection of protecting groups or accessed
through post-polymerization modification methods. Another clever way around this issue
is to have an external cross-linker containing the more reactive moieties.
Another interesting way around the high reactivity of alkynes to free-radicals was
demonstrated by Pomoposo and coworkers by synthesizing a terminal alkyne monomer
8

which was created via redox-initiated RAFT polymerization.40 Following the
polymerization of the “naked” alkyne monomer the group used the copper-catalyzed
Glaser-Hay coupling conditions to form SCNPs in appropriately dilute conditions.
While not technically considered a “click” reaction by the strict definition,
O’Reily and coworkers utilized the tetrazine-norbornene reaction63 in their formation of
SCNPs. This reaction is both fast and quantitative, and can be carried out without the use
of catalyst and at room temperature.
Another method for creating SCNPs with clean, high yielding, relatively fast, and
no use of catalysts is with photochemical reactions. Popular photochemically triggered
reactions for the creation of SCNPs include the photo-dimerization of coumarin,7 the
photo-dimerization of anthracene,64 the photo-induced nitrile imine mediated tetrazoleene cycloaddition,65 and the photo-induced Diels-Alder reaction between 2,5dimethylbenzophenone and maleimide.66
Another route to photoinduced SCNPs introduced by Zhu and coworkers was the
intramolecular collapse via the photo-triggered Bergman Cyclization.42,43 Possessing high
photo-reactivity, the desired reactive motif had phenyl substituted triple bonds and double
bonds locked in amethylbenzoate ring. Using SET-LRP, a variety of random co-polymers
were created containing enediyne monomers and butylacrylate. The resulting linear
polymers were then dissolved in toluene under dilute conditions and subjected to
Bergman Cyclization conditions to for the corresponding intramolecularly cross-linked
polymer nanoparticles.
Another technique to intramolecular cross-linking polymers is with reactive
sulfonyl nitrene moiety. This functional handle is created by the thermal extrusion of
nitrogen from sulfonyl azide groups. Pu and coworkers demonstrated that SCNPs could
be created with this method, albeit, at high temperatures (190 °C).39 Due to the reactive
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nature of sulfonyl nitrenes, the resulting cross-links that are formed are not very well
defined. Similarly, Li and coworkers synthesized azido-functionalized polystyrene.67 By
exposing the azido group to UV radiation, a nitrene is formed, whereupon cross-links are
formed via nitrene insertion. Furthermore using this chemistry, it is possible to
functionalize any remaining azide groups with click-chemistry if the initial cross-linking
is not carried all the way to completion.
Using olefin metathesis to synthesize polymeric nanoparticles from linear
polycarbonates containing pendant vinyl groups was demonstrated by Coates and
coworkers.33 Copolymerizing vinylcyclohexene oxide, cyclohexene oxide, and CO2 with
a BDI-ligated zinc catalyst produced a polymer with the desired vinyl-functionalization.
The extent of cross-linking mediated by Grubbs’ catalyst is easily monitored
spectroscopically.
Using styrene, FMOC protected aminostyrene, and chloromethylstyrene,
Thayumanavan and coworkers created linear polymers with various reactive functional
handles.29 Using post-polymerization modification techniques, the chloromethylstyrene
was used in order to create polymers with pendant styrene groups, which subsequently,
under dilute conditions, were polymerized using AIBN to form SCNPs. Following the
intra-chain collapse of these polymers, the FMOC group was removed which resulted in
amine-functionalized nanoparticles.
While also utilizing pendant glycidyl groups, Pomposo and coworkers have
reported the synthesis of SCNPs with catalytic activity.1 These catalytic SCNPs were
created by using the B(C6F5)3 catalyzed ring-opening polymerization of glycidyl
methacrylate in order to intramolecularly cross-link the linear polymers. If the polymer
collapse went to completion then the remaining B(C6F5)3 was trapped in the inside of the
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SCNPs. Having the catalyst trapped on the inside of the SCNPs endowed the
nanoparticles with a catalytic ability to polymerize tetrahydrofuran.
Using a novel propylenedioxy-thiophene functionalized polymer, Pyun and
coworkers synthesized SCNPs via the oxidative polymerization of the thiophene units.38
The ester linkage connecting the polystyrene backbone and the newly formed
polythiophene was then cleaved in order to separate the polymers, leaving behind
polymerized propylenedioxy-thiophene side chains.
The synthesis of SCNP shape amphiphiles containing a hydrophobic polystyrene
tail connected to a hydrophilic poly(2-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)-based SCNP
has been reported by Zhao and coworkers.41 These shape amphiphiles were created by
taking the poly(DMAEMA) block and collapsing it with a quaternization reaction of the
tertiary amine with 1,4-diiodobutane. These SCNP shape amphiphiles represent multifunctional, well controlled, three-dimensional structures.

1.1.2 Dynamic covalent chemistry

Dynamic covalent bonds represent an interesting route to adaptable and
responsive SCNPs.68 These dynamic covalent bonds are reversible in nature and, under
the right conditions, can be kinetically fixed or cleaved in response to various changes in
environmental conditions, such as pH, oxidation, or temperature.
Utilizing dynamic covalent acylhydrazone bonds, Fulton and coworkers
synthesized SCNPs with reversible character.19 Using a continuously added
bis(hydrazide) cross-linker to an aldehyde functionalized polystyrene and catalytic
amounts of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), dynamic acylhydrazone bonds were formed. In
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order for the SCNPs to remain intact upon isolation, the TFA had to be quenched with
triethylamine in order to kinetically trap the hydrazone bonds. The cross-linking density
was controlled directly by the amount of cross-linker added. The dynamic nature of these
acylhydrazone bonds was proven via an exchange reaction of bis(hydrazide) cross-linker
with copolymers adorned with monohydrazide. Building off of this work, Fulton and
coworkers published another dynamic covalent SCNP system using oligo(ethylene
glycol) side chains to impart thermoresponsive behavior.44 A solution of nanoparticles are
kinetically trapped at low pH, however, upon exposure to acid and heat, the
thermoresponsive nanoparticles precipitate following hydrogel formation. When the
system is cooled, this process is reversed.
SCNPs that are capable of undergoing a reversible coil to globule transition have
been reported by Pomposo and coworkers. These nanoparticles utilized enamine bond
formation, a reversible process under acidic conditions.48
Of particular interest, in respect to this thesis, is the application of the dynamic
nature of the disulfide bond. This will be elaborated on later in this document.

1.2 Characterization of SCNPs

The corroboration of data provided by multiple techniques is often required to
characterize SCNP formation. The appearance or disappearance of functional groups
involved in the cross-linking chemistry and changes in the size and morphology of
polymer structure can be detected using the techniques described in this section.
Importantly, it is often necessary to use techniques that are sensitive enough to detect
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small concentrations of aggregates that may be formed by intermolecular cross-linking to
prove the single molecule nature of these nanostructures.

1.2.1 Size exclusion chromatography
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) has been in invaluable tool in understanding and
characterizing SCNPs. Early papers began with qualitative SEC measurements based on
standards24,27 and have since evolved into more quantitative measurements using multiple
in-line detectors such as multiangle light scattering (MALS) and viscometry. Standalone
SEC measurements are vital to understanding the behavior of SCNPs. While the
molecular weight of globular SCNPs cannot be accurately measured using linear polymer
standards, SEC provides other valuable data. An in depth study performed by Harth and
coworkers provides and excellent example.27 In this work random copolymers of styrene
and vinylbenzocyclobutane (BCB) were used to create a family of SCNPs. The molecular
weight of these linear polymers was measured using SEC with polystyrene standards.
Upon collapse, SEC measurements showed that all of their polymers had an increase in
retention time and a decrease in apparent molecular weight. Since the BCB cross-linking
does not produce any side products, the decrease in apparent molecular weight can be
directly attributed to a decrease in hydrodynamic volume, which is principally what is
measured by traditional SEC. Additionally, the authors used the change in apparent
molecular weight to calculate the decrease in hydrodynamic volume. This data was
corroborated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements. 1H NMR was also used to
confirm the complete disappearance of the BCB moiety, confirming spectroscopically
that changes in solution volume can be attributed to this chemistry. Often, a decrease in
polydispersity index (Đ) is observed via SEC when a chain transitions from a linear coil
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to a SCNP. In a computational study,69 Pomposo et al. examined SCNP formation
assuming theta conditions for all samples so that a SCNP can be treated as a small linear
polymer with a comparable hydrodynamic volume. They found this decrease in
polydispersity index arises from the standard SEC calibration equation (Mapp = cMβ ),
where the apparent molecular weight uses a scaling factor derived from a hydrodynamic
radius equation. This research illustrates the merits in studying the complex physics of
the intra-chain cross-linking of polymers via various mathematical and computational
methods. Full three-dimensional modeling of these materials is still needed in order to
include a wider range of collapsing chemistries and represents an open area of research
opportunity. Even though quantitative data cannot be collected directly from standalone
SEC, it still provides an important tool in characterizing SCNPs. Specifically, it is used to
observe a qualitative decrease in hydrodynamic radius, and also provides insight
regarding intramolecular vs. intermolecular coupling.

1.2.2 Light scattering

The principles of light scattering were established by prominent scientists such as
Einstein,70 Raman,71 Debye,72 and Zimm73 at the beginning of the 20th century. It has
since been the basis of one of the most useful forms of absolute characterization of
macromolecular suspensions and solutions. Light scattering is an absolute method; the
molar mass of large macromolecules is calculated based on first principles and
consequently does not produce data relative to standards.74 In regard to SCNPs, dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and multiangle light scattering (MALS) are both indispensible
characterization techniques. Work from our laboratory has shown that using a MALS
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detector in-line with an SEC can prove that the molecular weight is consistent from
parent polymer to SCNP.49,75 Several groups have also used DLS as a method for
confirming this result.37,66,76

1.2.3 Viscometry

Another valuable technique in the characterization of SCNPs is solution viscometry. A
particle’s intrinsic viscosity is related to its molecular weight by the Mark–Houwink
equation (Equation 1). Using the intrinsic viscosity measurement gathered by the
viscometer and the molar mass data from MALS, “K” and “a” coefficients can be
calculated which relate to polymer conformation and the interaction between polymer
and solvent. Viscometry is also useful in calculating hydrodynamic volume (Vh) which
can further be used to calculate hydrodynamic radius (Rh) via the Einstein–Simha
Relation (Equation 2 and Equation 3).

[η] = KMa
Equation 1 Mark-Houwink Equation

Vh = M[η]/(2.5NA)
Equation 2 Einstein-Simha Relation for hydrodynamic volume (Vh)

Rh =(3Vh /4π)1/3
Equation 3 Einstein-Simha Relation for hydrodynamic radius (Rh)
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[η] is intrinsic viscosity, M is molar mass, Vh is hydrodynamic volume, NA is the
Avagadro constant, and Rh is hydrodynamic radius. Hawker et al. used viscometric
measurements to characterize the formation of SCNPs synthesized using intra-chain
isocyanate chemistry (Fig. 5).32 The intrinsic viscosity of a polymer decreases as the
degree of intramolecular cross-linking increases. In this case the authors used two
polymer samples: 100 kDa, 150 kDa, and their SCNP counterparts, which were formed
using an external diamine crosslinker. As expected, the higher molecular weight linear
polymer had greater intrinsic viscosity than the lower. However, for the SCNPs, despite a
50% increase in molecular weight compared to the parent polymers, the intrinsic
viscosities of both samples decreased, and were similar to one another. This is consistent
with the prediction made by Einstein; that the intrinsic viscosity of a constant density
sphere is independent of its molecular weight, i.e. 5/2 divided by the sphere density.

1.2.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR)
The formation of SCNPs can be confirmed by monitoring the appearance or
disappearance of various signals corresponding to characteristic moieties (or protons in
the case of 1H NMR) in external and internal cross-linking chemistries. However, other
laboratories have shown other useful NMR techniques in monitoring the globule to SCNP
transition. By using spin-spin relaxation time (T2), Zhao and coworkers were able to
observe the formation of SCNPs via the intramolecular photodimerization of coumarin
moieties. Molecular motion in macromolecules directly alters the spin-spin relaxation
time which is what allowed Zhao and coworkers to monitor SCNP formation.7 They saw
that with an increase in photodimerization there was an increase in the spin-spin
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relaxation time. This is caused by the reduced mobility of the chain segments as they
undergo intramolecular cross-linking.
Another interesting and useful NMR technique is the use of DOSY experiments to
determine the diffusion coefficient of polymers, which is inversely proportional to
hydrodynamic volume. Loinaz and coworkers demonstrated the utility of DOSY
experiments by measuring the diffusion coefficient of poly(N-isopropyleacrylamide)
based thermoresponsive SCNPs in solution.34 They saw that with an increase in
intramolecular collapse there was an increase in the diffusion coefficient, thus leading to
further evidence of the formation of collapsed SCNPs.

CHAPTER 2

DYNAMIC DISULFIDE POLYMER NANOPARTICLES

2.1 Introduction
In analogy to nature, the fabrication of functional nanodevices from well-defined discrete
macromolecules remains an important yet elusive research objective. Single-chain
polymer

nanoparticles

(SCNPs)2,7,9,19,25,27,29,32-35,43,51,53-55,58,59,61,69,77-85

represent

a

significant step towards these ends. This technique is predicated on the concept that in
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sufficiently dilute polymer solutions (concentrations below the overlap concentration,
c*), inter-chain interactions are minimized because the dimensions of individual chains
are smaller than the average distance between the chains. Thus, triggering a cross-linking
reaction under these conditions will result in intra-chain, rather than inter-chain coupling,
facilitating a change in conformation from an expanded coil to a collapsed globule or
particle.
While only a small number of reports on this topic have appeared to date, this research
area is growing rapidly. Based on reports currently in the literature, it is clear that this
technique is general and can be applied to a variety of polymer scaffolds utilizing a host
of cross-linking chemistries. Most involve some type of covalent linkage to induce the
chain collapse process. This is effected either by chemistry built directly into the polymer
(i.e. benzocyclobutane coupling25,27 or azide–alkyne click chemistry,9,34,35 or using an
externally added cross-linking agent to collapse an appropriately decorated polymer (a
dithiol coupled with an alkene functionalized polymer,86 a diamine coupled with an
isocyanate

functionalized

polymer.32

These

pioneering

examples

show

that

architecturally defined nano-objects can be prepared in a facile manner. Given the
permanent nature of the covalent cross-links, however, the nano-particles reported in
these instances lack any adaptability or sensitivity to their environment, which could be
important in various applications.
Taking further inspiration from nature, a few reports demonstrate the use of
supramolecular2,50,51,53-55,58,59,78 or dynamic covalent linkages19 to form metastable
‘‘folded’’ polymer particles that are reversibly held in an adaptable conformation. The
Barner-Kowollik group recently developed a method to make alpha, omega
functionalized folded polymer structures which can adopt cyclic50 or figure-8 type
conformations.51 Some beautiful work from the Meijer lab2 displays how this concept can
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be used to make ordered assemblies in water that exhibit enzyme-like activity. A recent
example from the Scherman group78 shows that host guest chemistry is also quite
effective in this regard. The first example of dynamic covalent chemistry applied to
SCNP synthesis, published by Fulton and Murray,19 demonstrates the potential of this
method for making adaptable ‘‘intelligent’’ nanosystems. Two excellent reviews have
recently been written on this emerging field.20,21
Our lab is interested in combining aspects of both covalently fixed and metastable
SCNPs in an effort to carefully fold single chains into precisely defined conformations,
similar to what is observed in nature. For this reason, we chose to investigate the use of
disulfide bridges as reversible linkages to control the conformation of single chains in
solution. Ubiquitous in nature and well studied in the dynamic covalent chemistry
literature,87,88 we report here that disulfide bridges provide a robust system for ‘‘folding’’
and ‘‘unfolding’’ single chains via reductive or oxidative stimuli.
2.2 Results and discussion

2.2.1 Polymer design
While many avenues exist for the incorporation of thiols or disulfides into synthetic
polymer chains,45,89-91 we envisioned the happiest route would be one where all starting
materials are commercially available. This alleviates the need for complicated monomer
synthesis or thiol protecting chemistry, and would therefore be amenable to scale up. This
design is outlined in Scheme 1. Rather than directly incorporate thiols into the polymer,
we adopted a strategy where the polymer chain is decorated with a reactive functional
group, then folded by the introduction of a difunctional cross-linker that contains a
premade disulfide bond (in this case p-aminophenyl disulfide). In our initial studies, we
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chose to work with poly(norbornene-exo-anhydride) (polymer P1), synthesized via
ROMP using third generation Grubbs catalyst as an initiator. In this case every monomer
unit along the backbone is reactive, which allows us to vary the degree of collapse

Scheme 2.1 Synthetic scheme for dynamic covalent SCNPs.

that occurs during nanoparticle formation simply by varying the amount of difunctional
cross-linker added. This method of using a single polymer sample to make several
batches of nanoparticles lessens ambiguities that would be introduced due to
heterogeneities between different samples of polymer.
2.2.2 SEC characterization via standard calibration
As is typical in the SCNP literature,69 we characterized the coil to particle transition by
SEC. As the intramolecular cross-linking reaction progresses, the coil collapses, reducing
in hydrodynamic volume and thus increasing the sample’s retention time. Figure 2.1 shows
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a series of SEC traces for a sample of polymer P1 and its corresponding nanoparticles N1
after various extents of intramolecular cross-linking. As expected, an increase in retention
time is witnessed as increasing amounts of cross-linker are introduced. Interestingly, this
behavior shows a limiting value at around 30% cross-linking. Apparently at this point the
chain is collapsed to an extent where further penetration and reaction of the diamine is
hindered, consistent with previous findings in this field.19

Figure 2.1 SEC before and after intramolecular cross-linking.
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Figure 2.2 SEC traces of unfolded polymer uN1 compared to parent polymer P1.

Once we confirmed the folding of the chains into particles via SEC, dithiothreitol (DTT)
was introduced to reduce the disulfide linkages to the corresponding thiols,45,87-89
unfolding the N1 particles back to their original coil conformation (the notation uN1 is
used here to indicate ‘‘unfolded N1’’). This transition was confirmed via decreased SEC
retention time, signifying an increase in hydrodynamic volume (Figure 2.2) Regardless of
the amount of cross-linker originally added, on treatment with DTT the chains re-expand
to their original hydrodynamic volume (based on retention time) when compared to the
parent polymer P1. Interestingly, even at these low concentrations, a small amount of
intermolecular coupling between chains due to thiol exchange is witnessed as evident in a
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small peak at very low retention time, indicating the presence of much larger, high
molecular weight species (Figure 2.6)
After reductive cleavage of the disulfide linkages, the resulting thiol functionalized
polymer was re-folded via oxidation in the presence of catalytic amounts of FeCl3. This
results in a shift to longer SEC

Figure 2.3 SEC traces of showing the initial folding of P1 to N1, unfolding into uN1
following disulfide reduction, and refolding after thiol oxidation.

retention time, once again indicating a reduction in hydrodynamic volume with the
reformation of the intramolecular disulfide bridges. Fig. 3 shows overlays of the
chromatograms for the N1-20% nanoparticle, the corresponding expanded coil uN1 after
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reductive disulfide cleavage, and the re-collapsed nanoparticle post thiol oxidation. The
chromatogram for P1 is included for reference. These data highlight the efficacy of this
chemistry for carefully controlling the solution conformation of individual synthetic
chains.
2.2.3 Characterization via triple detection SEC
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is often used as a tool to characterize SCNPs as a way to
confirm both the change in hydrodynamic volume and the well-defined three-dimensional
architecture. DLS does have some limitations in this regard, however. Most significantly, the results will always be weighted towards the larger particles present. There is
no way to separate between single-chain particles and aggregates of a few chains, which
scatter more intensely than the unimolecular particles, skewing the measured particle
size. We thought it would be extremely valuable to be able to characterize the size and
conformation of each slice of the size exclusion chromatogram as it elutes from the
columns. At the same time we thought it would be useful to use absolute molecular
weight characterization, rather than relative molecular weight, to show that observed
change in retention time is indeed due to a conformational change in chains of a known
molecular weight. To accomplish both of these, we coupled our SEC to an external
MALS detector and a differential viscometer.
For this set of experiments we adjusted the structure of the polymer used: here we
incorporate a defined amount of anhydride units and render the rest of the chain
unreactive towards the difunctional cross- linker. This was accomplished simply by
replacing some of the
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Scheme 2.2 Synthesis of a copolymer with a discrete amount of reactive comonomer to
control the extent of possible intramolecular cross-linking.

Table 2.1 MALS and viscometric data for P2 and N2

Peak retenction
time (min)a

Mwa (KDa)

PDIa

[η]b mL g-1

Rhb (nm)

P2

17.8

50.1

1.22

13.9

4.5

N2

18.8

59.3

1.32

8.7

3.9

a

SEC data collected at 40 oC in THF from MALS. b SEC data collected at 40 oC in THF
from viscometer.

norbornene-exo-anhydride with cyclooctadiene (COD) as a comonomer (Scheme 2.2).
Doing so allows us to reasonably predict how much mass should be added during the
folding reaction without the possibility of over functionalization that is present in the
poly(norbornene anhydride) homopolymer.
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Table 1 shows the results from the SEC-MALS-viscometry experiment. After folding, the
characteristic shift to a longer retention time is observed as expected. Additionally, the
absolute molecular weight from the MALS detector increases as is expected with the
addition of the cross-linker. The viscometric data shows a decrease in intrinsic viscosity
and hydrodynamic radius, consistent with the conformational change in going from a coil
to a particle and in agreement with theory and other literature examples.32 Additionally,
TEM images of SCNP N2 drop cast on carbon coated copper grids show well-defined
particles with dimensions in agreement with the viscometric data (Figure 2.4).
To highlight the effectiveness of this technique in determining the difference between
single-chain and multi-chain behavior, we repeated the intra-molecular cross-linking
reaction for an extended reaction time with a slight excess of cross-linker to encourage
some amount of intermolecular coupling. Figure 2.5 shows an overlay of the MALS and
refractive index detector traces for this experiment. While the RI detector shows only a
single peak that can be attributed to single-chain particles, the MALS detector shows two
peaks of nearly equal intensity. The peak at a shorter retention time is a result of strongly
scattering multi-chain aggregates, which are not seen in the RI detection trace. For this
sample, relying solely on traditionally calibrated SEC would not have revealed the
presence of the larger aggregates while DLS without chromatographic separation would
have likely over estimated the particle Rh.
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Figure 2.4 Representative TEM image of single-chain nanoparticles N2.
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Figure 2.5 MALS and RI detection traces for SEC of N2 and excess cross-linker.
Although the concentration of multi-chain aggregates has a negligible impact on the RI
trace, these larger particles scatter quite intensely as seen in the MALS trace.

2.3 Conclusions
We demonstrate here the utility of disulfide bridges in the fabrication of dynamic
covalent single-chain polymer nanoparticles. Increasing the number of disulfide bridges
results in tighter folding of the polymer chain resulting in a longer retention time and
therefore a smaller hydrodynamic radius. Reduction of the disulfide groups allows the
particle to unfold into a coil; re-oxidation of the resultant thiols causes the coil to refold
into a particle. We also demonstrate SEC coupled to a multi angle light scattering
detector and differential viscometer as an excellent way to characterize single-chain
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polymer nanoparticles. Our efforts in this area are ongoing, with particular interest in
using multiple, orthogonal interactions to precisely program the conformations of single
polymer chains.
2.4 Experimental Section

2.4.1 General Methods.
Reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used as received except for cis-5-norborneneexo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride, which although commercially available was synthesized
from the endo isomer (purchased from Acros) according to the literature.92 Size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) was performed on a Tosoh EcoSEC dual detection (RI and UV)
GPC system coupled to an external Wyatt Technologies miniDAWN Treos multi angle
light scattering (MALS) detector and a Wyatt Technologies ViscoStarII differential
viscometer. Samples were run in THF at 40 °C at a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min. The
column set was two Tosoh TSKgel SuperMultipore HZ-M columns (4.6x150 mm), one
Tosoh TSKgel SuperH3000 column (6x150mm) and one Tosoh TSKgel SuperH4000
column (6x150mm). (Note: SEC experiments on the poly(norbornene anhydride)
homopolymer P1 and nanoparticles N1 were run using only the SuperMultipore columns
without the external detectors). Increment refractive index values (dn/dc) were calculated
online assuming 100% mass recovery (RI as the concentration detector) using the Astra 6
software package (Wyatt Technologies) by selecting the entire trace from analyte peak
onset to the onset of the solvent peak or flow marker. Absolute molecular weights and
molecular weight distributions were calculated using the Astra 6 software package.
Relative molecular weights were obtained vs. polystyrene standards (PStQuick MP-M,
Tosoh) and calculated using the EcoSEC software package (Tosoh). Intrinsic viscosity
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([η]) and viscometric hydrodynamic radii (Rh) were calculated from the differential
viscometer detector trace and processed using the Astra 6 software. Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were recorded using a Zeiss LEO 922Ω operating at
120kV with a Gatan Multi-scan bottom mount digital camera. Samples were prepared by
drop casting 1.5 µL of a nanoparticle solution (1.8 x10-4 mg/mL) on to Formvar carbon
film coated 300 square mesh copper grids. 1H NMR (400 MHz) spectra were recorded on
a Varian Associates Mercury 400 spectrometer. Solvents (CDCl3 or d8-THF) contained
0.03% v/v TMS as an internal reference, chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm relative
to TMS. Peak abbreviations are used as follows: s=singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet,
m=multiplet, br=broad. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet
iS10 FT-IR spectrometer with Smart iTR ATR accessory.

2.4.2 Synthesis of poly(norbornene-exo-anhydride:
To a 100 mL three neck RBF was added Grubbs’
third generation catalyst (0.009 g, 0.01 mmol)
and 4 mL of dry THF. The solution was degassed via nitrogen purge (30 minutes).
Norbornene-exo-anhydride monomer (0.492 g, 0.003 mmol) was dissolved in 6 mL of
dry THF and added to an addition funnel and degassed via argon purge for ten minutes.
The monomer solution was then added dropwise over 15 minutes into the flask with
medium stirring at 25 °C. The reaction was run for one hour then quenched with excess
ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer was then purified via precipitation into cold, dry hexanes
and isolated as slightly grey powder 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm 9.15- 8.80 (br
s), 8.05 (m), 5.75-5.63 (m), 5.54-5.52 (m), 5.39-5.25 (br m), 5.13 (s), 4.38-4.25 (br m),
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4.21-3.83 (br m), 3.75-3.63 (br m), 2.5 (m), 2.25 (m), 2.21-1.62 (br m). IR ν (cm- 1) 2933
(br CH), 1858 & 1770 (anhydride C=O), 908 (=C-H bending) SEC (THF vs. polystyrene)
Mw = 31.8 kDa, PDI = 1.39.

2.4.3 Poly(cyclooctadiene-co-norbornene-exo-anhydride):
Cyclooctadiene (1.436 g, 13.3
mmol) was dissolved in 86 mL
of dry THF and added to a dry 250 mL three neck flask sealed with rubber septa. The
solution was degassed via nitrogen purge for 30 minutes. Norbornene-exo-anhydride
(0.935 g, 5.7 mmol) was dissolved in 5 mL of dry THF solution, which was degassed for
5 minutes via argon purge. Grubbs’ first generation catalyst (0.034 g, 0.041 mmol) was
dissolved in 0.5 mL of dry THF and was added to the stirring COD solution via gas tight
syringe. Once the catalyst was added the norbornene-exo-anhydride monomer was added
dropwise to the reaction over the course of 5 minutes. This helps circumvent the tendency
for alternation previously reported for these two monomers.93 The reaction was run for
two hours then quenched with excess ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer solution was
purified via precipitation into cold, dry hexanes yielding a gray adhesive gum. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm 6.29 (s), 3.75 (t), 3.45 (s), 2.95 (s), 1.85-1.79 (br m), 1.65 (d)
1.45 (d), 1.25 (t). IR ν (cm-1) 2933 (br CH), 1858 & 1770 (anhydride C=O), 908 (=C-H
bending) SEC: Mw = 50.1kDa (MALS, dn/dc = 0.1667 ); PDI = 1.22 (MALS)
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2.4.4 General Crosslinking Procedure (N1 and N2):
Polymer was dissolved in dry THF under
dilute

conditions

(1

mg/mL).

The

solution was then added to a dry threeneck flask capped with rubber septa. The
solution was degassed via nitrogen purge
for 30 minutes. Depending on the polymer being cross-linked, varying molar percentages
of 4-aminophenyl disulfide was added to the stirring polymer solution via a gas tight
syringe (for N1 cross-linking percentages reported were calculated based on the
percentage of backbone anhydride units consumed. For N2 0.5 equivalents of 4aminophenyl disulfide per anhydride unit was used). The solutions were stirred at 25 °C
for 12 hours, aliquots taken for direct SEC analysis, then purified by dialysis against THF
(MWCO = 3500) for 18 hours and isolated via solvent evaporation. Nanoparticles remain
stable in solution for weeks based on repeated SEC measurements. N1: IR ν (cm-1): 3356
(carboxylic –OH), 2917 (br –CH), 1683 (amide C=O), 820 (ArH bending). N2: 1H NMR
(400 MHz, d-THF): δ ppm 7.30-7.00 (br m, ArH), 6.65-6.37 (br m, ArH), 5.47 (s,), 5.295.13 (br d,), 4.13 (t,), 3.70-3.63 (m,), 2.25 (t,), 2.12-1.71 (br m,), 1.17 (s,). IR ν (cm-1):
3356 (carboxylic –OH), 2917 (br –CH), 1683 (amide C=O), 820 (ArH bending). SEC:
Mw = 50.1kDa (MALS dn/dc = 0.1526); PDI = 1.22 (MALS).
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2.4.5 General Unfolding Procedure:
The SCNPs (N1 or N2) were dissolved in dry
THF under dilute conditions (1 mg/mL) and
added to a dry three neck flask capped with
rubber septa. The solution was degassed via
nitrogen purge for 30 minutes. A large excess (3
mmol) of dithiothreitol (DTT) in THF was
added to the SCNP solution and stirred at 25 °C for 1 hour. Aliquots were taken for direct
SEC analysis, followed by dialysis against THF for 18 hours (MWCO = 3500) and
isolation via solvent evaporation. N1: IR ν (cm-1): 3353 (-OH), 3300 (-OH), 2230 (- SH),
2090 (-SH), 1644 (amide C=O), 819 (ArH bending). uN2 1H NMR (400 MHz, d- THF):
δ ppm 10.75 (s,), 7.50-6.95 (br m,), 6.59-6.37 (br m), 5.25 (s,), 4.13 (t,), 3.74-3.65 (br
m,), 2.45-2.31 (br s, -SH), 2.25 (t,), 2.00-1.69 (br m,), 1.18 (s). IR ν (cm-1): 3353 (- OH),
3300 (-OH), 2230 (-SH), 2090 (-SH), 1644 (amide C=O), 819 (ArH bending).
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2.4.6 General Disulfide Oxidation (refolding) Procedure:
The unfolded SCNPs (uN1) were dissolved in dry
THF under dilute conditions (1 mg/mL) and added
to a three neck flask capped with rubber septa. A
catalytic amount of FeCl3 in dry THF and was
added via a gas tight syringe. The solution was
stirred at 60 °C for 12 hours. Aliquots were then taken from this solution for direct SEC
analysis.

2.4.7 Supplemental Figures

Figure 2.6 Full SEC trace for unfolded chains uN1, showing a small amount of
intermolecular particle-particle coupling (see previous text for details).
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Figure 2.7 SEC overlay of MALS detector trace for N2 and P2 for which data in Table
2.1 MALS and viscometric data for P2 and N2(see above) was derived.

2.4.8 Example Spectra

Figure 2.8 IR overlay for P2 and N2. Addition of cross-linker is confirmed by the shift in
the anhydride carbonyl stretch to lower wavenumber, as well as the appearance of the
Ph-H bend and the carboxylic acid –OH.
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Figure 2.9 NMR overlay of N2 before and after treatment with DTT showing the
appearance of the –SH peak confirming disulfide reduction.
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Figure 2.10 Full TEM image of SCNPs N2 from which Figure 2.4 was taken.
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CHAPTER 3

MODULAR DESIGN FOR HIERARCHICAL POLYMERIC MATERIALS

3.1 Introduction
Nature’s precise hierarchical self-assembly is precisely why life, as we know it,
exists. Starting from atoms and building up to peptides, to proteins, to cells, and so forth,
is where all the complexity of life arises. It is in this vein that polymer chemists have
often been inspired to create complex supramolecular structures through a wide-range of
chemistries and interactions such as intramolecular forces,94 hydrophobic/hydrophilic
interactions,95 host-guest interactions,96 and ionic interactions.97 By creating well-defined,
discrete nano-objects with supramolecular interaction moieties precisely placed along the
surface of these nano-objects, a nano-sized self-assembly building block is created.
SCNPs provide an ideal scaffold for such an application. Creating compact SCNPs
imbued with an ability to assemble in pseudo-linear, pseudo-triganol planar, and pseudotetrahedral would be a leap forward in the field of hierarchical self-assembly. In order to
create these building blocks, designing a SCNP that has two different functional handles
is needed, the first to fold the linear polymer into the SCNP and the second to build off of
the surface of the SCNP.
Thiol-yne “click” reactions, pentafluorphenyl activated esters, and the ringopening of epoxides have been proven as powerful tools in post-polymerization
modification.98-100 Utilizing these chemistries would provide a facile route to both SCNPs
and their subsequent modification. On top of the standard advantages that “click”
chemistry provide,101 another advantage of thiol-yne chemistry, as it pertains to SCNPs,
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is that two thiols can be added to the pendant alkyne unity, as opposed to a single thiol in
thiol-ene “click” chemistry. Having the ability to form subsequent cross-linking has been
shown in our group to increase the degree of compaction in an SCNP.62 Therefore, thiolyne “click” chemistry provides us with a route to add double the external cross-linker as
is normally used in the folding of SCNPs (Scheme 3.1). Once the compact SCNPs are
created, the remaining activated esters can be utilized to attach moities to the surface of
the SCNP that will dictate how the nano-object can assemble.

Scheme 3.1 Example of post-polymerization modification of SCNPs
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3.2 Results/Discussion:

3.2.1 Modularity via glycidyl methacrylate and pentafluorophenyl methacrylate

Scheme 3.2 SCNP formation with secondary amine, then SCNP functionalization with
primary alkyl amine

Building

off

of

previous

work

in

the

field

of

post-polymerization

modification102,103 a methacrylate-based backbone was chosen to attempt these
hierarchical,

orthogonal,

macromolecular

building

blocks.

Starting

first

with

commercially available monomers, a set of experiments to synthesize polymers with the
monomers MMA and glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) were performed. The idea in using
GMA as a base monomer lies in its ability to react with both primary and secondary
amines as well as being commercially available. If a polymer using GMA and the
activated ester monomer, pentafluorophenyl methacrylate (PFMA), were copolymerized
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together then a di-secondary amine (such as piperazine) could collapse the polymer chain
while a primary amine could decorate the surface. The nature of these activated ester
moieties, such as PFMA, are such that they are quite selective to primary alkyl amines.
Since the epoxy moiety at the end of GMA is both reactive to primary and secondary
amines, a collapse of single polymer chains with only di-secondary amines will leave the
activated ester functional groups undisturbed.
A mixture of varying feed ratios, as can be seen in Table 3.1 Varying comonomer
parent polymers, P, and their subsiquent cross-linking with piperazine was prepared
using RAFT conditions. By controlling the amount of GMA incorporated into the parent
polymer it was thought that the cross-linking density and compactness of the SNCPs
could be manipulated.
Table 3.1 Varying comonomer parent polymers, P, and their subsiquent cross-linking
with piperazine, N.

mol% mol%
GMA MMA

mol%
PFMA

Mw a
(KDa)

PDIa

Rhb (nm)

[η]b mL g-1

MHS a-value b

P3.1

10

80

10

89.7

1.1

4.9

8.86

0.672

N3.1

10

80

10

59.7

1.21

4.39

9.33

0.584

P3.2

20

60

20

164

1.15

4.7

4.09

0.602

N3.2

20

60

20

194

1.09

5.08

4.38

0.782

P3.3

30

40

30

155

1.47

3.92

2.62

0.189

N3.3

30

40

30

188

1.58

4.56

3.56

0.578

a

SEC data collected at 30 °C in THF with MALS. b SEC data collected at 30 °C in THF with
viscometer.
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The initial results of using piperazine to collapse the polymers proved challenging. Due
to a hydroxy group as well as a tertiary amine resulting from the ring opening of the
glycidyl groups this made the precipitation of the polymers into methanol difficult.
Hexanes showed promise, however, due to the highly reactive nature of glycidyl groups
in the presence of amines, the polymers would rapidly undergo inter-chain cross-linking
when precipitated. It was then devised that a pseudo-“quenching” chemical be used in
order to react any remaining glycidyl moities in the polymer chains, in this case
piperidine. This pseudo-quench using piperadine solved the issue of gelation, however
intra-chain collapse of the parent polymers was never observed. As can be seen in Table
3.1 and Figure 3.1 the degree of intra-chain collapse is negligible. In fact it is noticed that
with the increased amount of GMA incorporation into the parent polymer that inter-chain
cross-linking begins to take place as can be seen in the MALS trace in Figure 3.2.
Possible reasons for the lack in collapse could lie in the varying reactivities of the
nitrogens in piperazine once they begin to ring open the glycidyl moieties. This could
lead to rapid mono-addition to half of the glycidyl groups while taking much longer for
the second nitrogen in the piperazine molecule to react with the remaining glycidyl
functional handles. Another possibility is that piperazine is a relatively short molecule,
thus leading to lower probabilities of it finding and ring opening a second glycidyl group.
Furthermore, ring opening the epoxy group on GMA leaves a residual hydroxy group as
well as a tertiary nitrogen, drastically increasing the polymers overall polarity. This
increase in polarity could give rise to the polymer behaving much differently in standard
organic solvents such as THF. As can be seen in the work of our collegues the nature of
intra- and inter-chain polymer cross-linking is not a trivial issue and has been studied
computationally as well as experimentally.104 With these initial attempts at creating
compact SCNPs by way of a di-secondary amine proving to be difficult, an alternative
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approach was devised. Thiol-yne “click”-chemistry was chosen because it is a powerful
and versatile tool well-documented in the field of polymer chemistry. Unique to thiol-yne
“click”-chemistry is that the terminal alkyne moiety can have not one but two thiols add
to it. It was postulated that the increased amount of available cross-linking locations as
well as negligible changes to the polymers’ polarity would be a promising route to
creating SCNPs with the ability to be orthogonally decorated.

Figure 3.1 Refractive Index SEC traces of before (blue) and after (red) of cross-linking
with piperazine. SEC traces of A) P3.1, B) P3.2 and C) P3.3. Little, to no shift in
retention time is observed using piperazine as a cross-linker.
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Figure 3.2 MALS trace of P3.3 showing large amounts of inter-chain crosslinking

3.2.2 Modularity via propargyl methacrylate and pentafluorophenyl methacrylate
As an initial proof-of-concept, a random copolymer of methyl methacrylate
(MMA) and propargyl methacrylate (PgMA), with varying feed ratios, were used. These
polymers were then used to test the ability of a polymer with a terminal alkyne to tightly
compact either with thermally initiated or light induced thiol-yne photochemistry.
However, due to the alkyne’s unsaturation, the monomer was first protected with
trimethylsilyl (TMS) protecting group so that the radical-based polymerization would not
induce covalent cross-linking prematurely. After polymerization the polymer was deprotected and then subjected to thiol-yne conditions via external thiol-based cross-linkers.
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Figure 3.3 Thermally initiated thiol-yne click-chemistry of P3.4 to form SCNPs.

Encouraged by the initial results of the thermally initiated thiol-yne “click”-chemistry as
a route to forming SCNPs, polymers containing not only PgMA comonomers but also
pentafluorophenyl methacrylate comonomers as well. The feed ratios for the polymers
used in the thiol-yne “click”-chemistry experiments can be see in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Initial results with thiol-yne polymers, P, and SCNP formation, N.

mol%
PgMA

mol%
MMA

mol%
PFMA

Mw a
(kDa)

PDIa

Rhb (nm)

[η]b mL g-1

MHS a-value b

P3.4

20

80

0

22.6

1.11

3.91

17.15

0.804

N3.4

20

80

0

27.4

1.24

3.77

13.17

0.667

P3.5

20

60

20

89.1

1.27

6.34

19.15

0.69

a

SEC data collected at 30 oC in THF with MALS. b SEC data collected at 30 oC in
THF with viscometer.

During the process of optimizing the thiol-yne conditions to create SCNPs, a
wonderful study on SCNPs and their ability to compact tightly via thiol-yne click
chemistry was published by Pomposo and co-workers.105 In this work, Pomposo and
coworkers demonstrated through an array of characterization techniques and MD
simulations that the key to tight, globular compaction is dependant on the terminal alkyne
moiety incorporated into their polymer backbone, capable of two photo-mediated thiol
additions and sufficient length in the cross-linking moiety. Due to the large amount of
intellectual overlap with this work, research from a methacrylate-based thiol-yne SCNP
scheme was changed to a ROMP based system where the length of the side-chain
functional group could be precisely controlled and incorporated directly into the polymer
backbone. This work, and its subsequent foray into the unexpected doping effects of
fluorinated aromatic hydrocarbons is explored further in chapter four.
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Figure 3.4 Compaction studies performed by Pomposo and coworkers. Column a) are
SCNPs formed via thiol-ene click-chemistry analyzed by SEC and SAXS and column b)
are SCNPs formed via thiol-yne click chemistry analyzed by SEC and SAXS. See
reference 105 for further details.
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3.3 Experimental:

3.3.1 General Methods
Reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) was performed on a Tosoh EcoSEC dual detection (RI and UV)
GPC system coupled to an external Wyatt Technologies miniDAWN Treos multi angle
light scattering (MALS) detector and a Wyatt Technologies ViscoStarII differential
viscometer. Samples were run in THF at 40 °C at a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min. The
column set was two Tosoh TSKgel SuperMultipore HZ-M columns (4.6x150 mm), one
Tosoh TSKgel SuperH3000 column (6x150mm) and one Tosoh TSKgel SuperH4000
column (6x150mm). Increment refractive index values (dn/dc) were calculated online
assuming 100% mass recovery (RI as the concentration detector) using the Astra 6
software package (Wyatt Technologies) by selecting the entire trace from analyte peak
onset to the onset of the solvent peak or flow marker. Absolute molecular weights and
molecular weight distributions were calculated using the Astra 6 software package.
Relative molecular weights were obtained vs. polystyrene standards (PStQuick MP-M,
Tosoh) and calculated using the EcoSEC software package (Tosoh). Intrinsic viscosity (
[η] ) and viscometric hydrodynamic radii (Rh) were calculated from the differential
viscometer detector trace and processed using the Astra 6 software. 1H NMR (400 MHz)
spectra were recorded on a Varian Associates Mercury 400 spectrometer. Solvents
(CDCl3 or d8-THF) contained 0.03% v/v TMS as an internal reference, chemical shifts
(δ) are reported in ppm relative to TMS. Peak abbreviations are used as follows:
s=singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet, m=multiplet, br=broad.
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3.3.2 Synthesis of pentafluorophenyl methacrylate:
2.5

g

of

pentafluorophenol (0.014
mol) was added to a RBF
and dissolved in 5 mL of
dry DCM. The RBF was sealed with a rubber septum and degassed for 25 minutes with
nitrogen. The RBF was then placed in an ice bath and then 2.08 mL of triethylamine
(0.015 mol) was added via syringe. Next 1.44 mL of methacryoyl chloride was added
dropwise to the RBF via gas-tight syringe. The solution was allowed to stir at 0 °C for
one hour, then gradually warmed to room temperature and allowed to stir for 16 hours.
The organic layer was washed twice with DI water, twice with 1M HCl, twice with
saturated sodium bicarbonate, and twice with brine. Organic layer was dried with
anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to yield 2.94
g of a pale yellow oil. 78% yield. (1H NMR 400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm 6.49 (s), 5.8 (s),
2.1 (tr). (19F NMR 400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm -153.4 (d), -158.9 (tr), -163.2 (tr).
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3.3.3 Example polymerization for methyl methacrylate, glycidyl methacrylate, and
pentafluorophenyl methacrylate.
0.4

g

of

uninhibited

methyl methacrylate (4.0
mmol),

0.071

uninhibited

g

of

glycidyl

methacrylate (0.5 mmol), and 0.126 g of pentafluorophenyl methacrylate (0.5 mmol)
were added into a RBF. Next, 3.5 mg of 2-cyano-2-propyl dodecyl trithiocarbonate (0.01
mmol), acting as a chain transfer agent, was added to the RBF followed by 0.33 mg of
azoisobutyronitrile (0.002 mmol), acting as a radical source, were added to the RBF.
Finally, 2 mL of dry toluene was added into the RBF. The RBF was then sealed with a
rubber septum and degassed with nitrogen for a half hour. After degassing, the RBF was
plunged into an 80 °C oil bath to initiate polymerization. Polymerization was allowed to
run for 18 hours and was quenched by removing RBF from heat and exposing solution to
air. The solution was diluted with about 5 mL of dichloromethane (DCM) and then
precipitated into cold hexanes to yield an off-white gummy polymer. Polymer was
redissolved in about 5 mL of DCM and then precipitated into cold methanol to yield a
white powder. 0.86 g of polymer was recovered, 75% conversion.

1

H NMR (400 MHz,

CDCl3): δ ppm 4.40 (br s), 3.80 (br s), 3.65 (br s), 3.27 (br s), 3.85 (br s), 3.65 (br s),
2.37-1.68 (br m), 1.52-0.77 (br m),

19

F NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm -149.9- -152.4

(br m), -157.9 (br s), -161.9- -162.8 (br s). SEC (THF) P3.1: Mw = 89.7 kDa, PDI = 1.1.
P3.2 Mw = 164 kDa, PDI = 1.15. P3.3 Mw = 155 kDa, PDI = 1.47.
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3.3.4 TMS-Monomer synthesis
To a suspension of silver chloride (0.30 g, 2.1
mmol) in 50 mL of dry dichloromethane was
added propargylmethacrylate (2.8 g, 0.02 mol)
and 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0] undec-7-ene (DBU),
(0.44 g, 2.94 mmol). An appearance of dark color was observed. After stirring at room
temperature for about 15 minutes, chloromethylsilane (3.15 g, 0.03 mol) was added
dropwise and stirred for 24 hrs at 45 °C The reaction mixture was then diluted with 100
mL of n-hexane and the organic phase was washed with saturated aqueous sodium
bicarbonate, 1% Hydrochloric acid and water respectively. The extract was dried over
magnesium sulfate, filtered and concentrated under reduced pressure to give a yellow
liquid. The crude product was further purified by column chromatography eluting with a
solvent mixture of 25:1 n-Hexane and diethyl ether to obtain a colorless liquid (75 %
yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 6.18 (s, 1H, CH), 5.62 (s, 1H, CH), 4.76 (s, 2H,
CH2), 1.97 (s, 3H, CH3), 0.19 (s, 9H, Si(CH3)3). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 166.96,
136.14, 126.97, 99.55, 92.34, 53.38, 18.10, -0.12.
3.3.5 TMS Polymer synthesis

An oven dried 10 mL
schlenk flask was charged
with a mixture of MMA
(0.33

g,

3.3

mmol)

and

TMSPgMA

(0.65

g,

3.3

mmol).

4-Cyano-4-

[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanyl] pentanoic acid (12 mg, 0.04 mmol) and AIBN
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(0.65 mg, 0.004 mmol) were then added, in stock solutions in dimethylformamide with a
final volume of 2 mL. The polymerization mixture was degassed by three freeze-pumpthaw cycles. The schlenk flask was then heated in an oil bath at 80 °C for 24 hours. After
the polymerization was complete the schlenk flask was opened to air. The resulting
viscous polymer was diluted with 3 mL of THF and precipitated in 10 mL of ice-cold
water. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 4.50-4.70 (s, CH2 –C, TMSPgMA), 3.54-3.67 (s,
CH3-O-(O)C), MMA,), 1.60-1.41(br, (CH2-C(CH3), MMA, TMSPgMA), 0.84-1.02 (br,
(CH3(C), MMA, TMSPgMA), 0.16 (s, (CH3)3Si-) TMSPgMA).
3.3.6 Polymer deprotection:

The copolymer P 2.1TMS (865 mg, 0.049
mmol) containing 45 %
(0.022 mmol) of the trimethylsilyl protected alkyne was dissolved in argon purged 100
mL THF. Acetic acid (0.002 mL, 0.033 mmol) was added to the solution. Argon was
bubbled to the solution (~ 30 min) and the solution was cooled to -5 °C in an ice-saltwater bath. A 1M solution of tetrabutylammoniumfloride (TBAF) (0.033 mL, 0.033
mmol) was added slowly via a syringe (~ 5 min). The resulting mixture was stirred at this
temperature for 30 minutes and then warmed to ambient temperature followed by stirring
for 24 hours. The solution was passed through a short silica column to remove the excess
of TBAF, followed by washing with additional THF. The resulting solution was then
concentrated under a reduced pressure to a small volume, which was then precipitated in
to cold water. The precipitate was then filtered and dried under vacuum to give a P 2.1 as
a white powder. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 4.50-4.70 (s, CH2 –C, PgMA), 3.54-3.67
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(s, CH3-O-(O)C), MMA,), 2.47 (S, (CH, PgMA), 1.60-1.41(br, (CH2-C(CH3), MMA,
PgMA), 0.84-1.02 (br, (CH3(C), MMA, PgMA). SEC (THF) Mw = 22.6 kDa, PDI = 1.11
3.3.7 SCNP formation via thermally initiated thiol-yne click chemistry:
20

mg

of

deprotected

poly(propargyl methacrylate-comethyl

methacrylate)

was

dissolved in 20 mL of dry toluene
and added to a RBF. Next, 0.078 mg (0.00002 mmol) of trimethylolpropane tris(3mercaptopropionate) was added into the RBF. Finally 6 mg (0.037 mmol) of AIBN was
added into the RBF which was then sealed with a rubber septum and degassed for 30
minutes with nitrogen. Then, all at once, the RBF was submerged into an 80 C oil bath
and stirred for 16 hours. Toluene was removed under reduced pressure and the polymer
was redissolved in THF for SEC analysis. SEC (THF) Mw = 27.4 kDa, PDI = 1.24

3.3.8 Synthesis of poly(propargyl methacrylate-co-methyl methacrylate-copentafluorophenyl methacrylate):
To a RBF, 0.3 g of
MMA
0.252

(0.003
g

of

mol),
PFMA

(0.001 mol), and 0.164 g of PgMA (0.001 mol) were added and dissolved in 2 mL of dry
toluene. Next 2.1 mg of 2-cyano-2-propyl dodecyl trithiocarbonate (0.00625 mmol) and
0.2 mg of AIBN (6.25E-3 mmol) were added to the RBF. The RBF was then sealed with
a rubber septum and then degassed with nitrogen for 30 minutes. The polymerization
was then initiated by submerging the RBF into an 80 °C oil bath and left to stir for 18
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hours. The polymerization was quenched by removing the RBF from the oil bath and
exposing the solution to atmosphere. The solution was the precipitated into cold methanol
to yield 0.53 g of a white powder. 74% conversion. SEC (THF) Mw = 89.1 kDa, PDI =
1.27.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1 Pentafluorophenyl activated esters and their doping effects on second and third
generation Grubbs’ catalyst

4.1.1 Introduction:
The exciting growth and expansion in the field of single chain polymer nanoparticles
(SCNPs) has led to fascinating work in the chemistry and applications of these
nanodevices. From discrete, intra-molecularly cross-linked polymers,24,106 the field has
begun to blossom with the creation of useful materials in the fields of sensors,6
catalysis,1-5 nanomedicine,8-11 and nanoreactors.7 Looking to expand on the usefulness of
SCNPs, an intra-molecular cross-linking methodology utilizing pentafluorophenyl
activated esters was designed. Activated esters, particularly pentafluorophenyl esters,
have gained notoriety in the field of post-polymerization modification23,102 as they show
an affinity to primary alkyl amines,107,108 are very hydrolytically stable,109 and can be
incorporated into polymers via RAFT,109 ATRP,103 and ROMP.110 This makes them
useful handles for creating polymer brushes,111 hyper-branched polymers,112 polymer
amphiphiles,113 as well as a site to attach peptides.103
By utilizing the versatility of pentafluorophenyl activated esters, coupled with an
olefin-based backbone, a system in which multiple avenues of collapse and
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functionalization is created whether through utilizing a thiol-ene click-chemistry with the
olefin backbone114 or through a dialkyl amine and the activated pentafluorophenyl
esters.108
It is here that we made an unexpected discovery. After successfully synthesizing
different activated ester monomers with varying numbers of methylene units from the
polymerizable moiety an as of yet unreported phenomenon in the field of polymer
chemistry was discovered. We have shown that a fluorinated aromatic hydrocarbon
(FAH) moiety attached to a sufficiently long spacer unit on a ROMP active monomer
demonstrates extremely fast and uncontrolled rates of propagation when using second
and third generation Grubbs’ catalysts.

Scheme 4.1 Attempted polymerizations of FAH-containing polymers with different
Grubbs' catalysts

Examples of the doping effect that FAHs have on second and third generation
Grubbs’ catalyst have been documented in a few synthetic organic chemistry reactions
such as ring-closing metathesis and cross-metathesis reactions.115,116 What Samojowicz
and co-workers noted is that the mesityl groups on second and third generation Grubbs’
catalyst formed strong π-π interactions that drastically increased the catalyst’s ability to
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complete otherwise difficult ring closing reactions such as the formation of tetrasubstituted double bonds and “ene-yne” reactions.115 There is still some debate as to the
actual mechanism of FAH’s doping effects on ruthenium, such as fluorine-ruthenium
interactions,117 however, the consensus seems to be it is caused by strong, stabilizing π-π
interactions118-121. Although monomers containing fluorinated esters being successfully
polymerized have been reported in the literature122-124 few examples exist where the
authors report using second or third generation Grubbs’ catalysts,125 instead preferring to
use first generation Grubbs’. Demonstrating some very fascinating polymer architectures,
the Tew lab reported the successful polymerization of cyclic polymers containing
pentafluorophenyl activated esters by way of a modified second generation Grubbs’
catalyst.126,127 What is different in this work, however, is that in order to create a catalyst
that would directly polymerize cyclic polymers Zhang and Tew had to replace one of the
mesityl sites with a methylene bridge, thus reducing the ability for the FAH moiety to
form π-π interactions with the catalyst.
Santiago and co-workers showed that oxanorbornenes and norbornenes with a
pentafluorophenyl group attached directly to the nitrogen imide could be synthesized
with second generation Grubbs’ catalyst, however, often times these polymers were of
very high molecular weight and displayed broad molecular weight distributions.128
Whether or not the FAH moiety in their monomers contributed to these high molecular
weights and broad molecular weight distributions was not commented on.
When it became apparent that there was potential for FAHs to cause rapid,
uncontrolled propagation during ROMP, we decided to study the effects of methylene
spacer units between the pentafluorophenyl ester and the norbornene imide monomer.
The logical first step was creating a grid of various feed ratios and also methylene spacer
units in the monomer and polymerizing them with Grubbs’ first, second, and third
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generation catalysts. Often times within 90 seconds a complete insoluble mass was
observed in the round bottom flask with second and third generation Grubbs’ catalysts. A
complete summary of the results can be seen below in Table 4.1. Interestingly, this
phenomenon is not seen when the monomers are initiated with first generation Grubbs’
catalyst, suggesting that the pentafluorophenyl ester moieties do not have a doping effect,
or otherwise alter the rate of propagation because there are no mesityl moieties to form ππ interactions with the Grubbs’ catalyst.

Figure 4.1 A) A basic scheme for possible FAH interactions with Grubbs’ catalyst. B)
DFT optimized MD simulations for hexafluorobenzene (top) and benzene (bottom). See
reference 115 for further details.

4.2

Results and discussion:

Following standard, previously reported procedures for creating functional
polymers via ROMP,75,129 catalyst solutions were added all at once to monomer solutions.
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When using this method with Grubbs’ 2nd and Grubbs’ 3rd the solutions would crash out
of solution, forming insoluble gelatinous masses in the round bottom flasks. It was then
decided that a slow, “starve-feed” method to polymerizing these functional polymers
would be attempted. It was here, that we hoped that the slow addition of monomer would
limit the doped ruthenium catalyst’s ability to have a “run away” effect on the
polymerization. When the monomer solutions were added dropwise to catalyst solutions
over the course of 5 minutes there was no gelation in the round bottom flask. The
polymers were then precipitated into room temperature methanol yielding a gummy, offwhite solid. When the polymers were redissolved in THF, there was some large
particulate that would not dissolve completely into solution. Furthermore, when these
solutions were sufficiently filtered and analyzed by GPC there was very large shouldering
in the chromotagraphs, suggesting that there was still very little control over the
polymerization of the FAH containing polymers.
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Table 4.1 Matrix of varying FAH containing ROMP monomers

Gen. of
mol% mol%
mol%
Grubbs'
6NBIE 12NBIE hexylNBI Cat.

Mw a
(KDa)

PDIa

P4.1

30

0

70

3

412

1.39*

P4.2

25

0

75

3

140

1.04*

P4.3

50

0

50

3

gel

gel

P4.4

0

30

70

3

gel

gel

P4.5

0

100

0

3

gel

gel

P4.6

0

100

0

2

gel

gel

P4.7

0

50

50

1

91.6

1.28

P4.8

100

0

0

2

gel

gel

a

SEC data collected at 30 oC in THF with MALS. b SEC data collected at 30
o
C in THF with viscometer. *SEC chromatograph multi-modal, see Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2 MALS trace (red) and RI trace (blue) of “starve-fed” polymerizations
showing poor control over dispersity.

What is fascinating is that once the catalyst is changed to Grubbs’ first generation,
the issue of rapid polymerization seems to disappear. When using Grubbs’ first
generation, the polymers can be precipitated, redissolved, and analyzed with all standard
polymer analyization techniques. We can also see in the SEC chromatographs that
relatively monodisperse polymers are formed.
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Figure 4.3 MALS (top) and RI (bottom) traces of FAH containing polymer using Grubbs’
1st generation catalyst showing low polydispersity.

A further test to confirm the doping effects of FAHs on the rate of polymerization
was performed while carrying out homopolymerizations of just the hexyl norbornene
imide monomers in hexafluorobenzene as well as pentafluorophenol with second
generation Grubbs’ catalyst. In these reactions the amount of FAH chosen was meant to
mimic the molar amount of FAH present in a 50:50 molar feed ratio of the
pentafluorophenyl ester monomers.

In these tests, both fluorinated benzene and
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pentafluorophenol showed rapid gelation and poor molecular weight control. Both of the
doped polymerizations, after considerable sonication and stirring overnight, could be
redissolved, however, they showed extremely high molecular weights.
As this particular project continues to evolve it has become apparent that a
multidisciplinary approach to elucidating the mechanism of this FAH doping effect
would be required. Future work would require intensive MD simulations, a greater
knowledge in catalyst design and synthesis, as well as a more careful study and analysis
of the propogation kinetics of this polymerization i.e. is this a phenomenon that can be
manipulated or controlled to become a useful tool in ROMP chemistry? If the doping
effects can be fully understood this chemistry could have potential in increasing the
reactivity of Grubbs’ second and third generation catalysts in order to polymerize endonorbornene isomers or maybe the living polymerization of cyclooctene. Unfortunately
there is not enough time remaining in this dissertation to explore these possibilities.
4.3 Experimental:

4.3.1 General Methods.
Reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) was performed on a Tosoh EcoSEC dual detection (RI and UV)
GPC system coupled to an external Wyatt Technologies miniDAWN Treos multi angle
light scattering (MALS) detector and a Wyatt Technologies ViscoStarII differential
viscometer. Samples were run in THF at 30 °C at a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min. The
column set was two Tosoh TSKgel SuperMultipore HZ-M columns (4.6x150 mm), one
Tosoh TSKgel SuperH3000 column (6x150mm) and one Tosoh TSKgel SuperH4000
column (6x150mm). Increment refractive index values (dn/dc) were calculated online
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assuming 100% mass recovery (RI as the concentration detector) using the Astra 6
software package (Wyatt Technologies) by selecting the entire trace from analyte peak
onset to the onset of the solvent peak or flow marker. Absolute molecular weights and
molecular weight distributions were calculated using the Astra 6 software package.
Intrinsic viscosity ([η]) and viscometric hydrodynamic radii (Rh) were calculated from
the differential viscometer detector trace and processed using the Astra 6 software. 1H
NMR (400 MHz) spectra were recorded on a Varian Associates Mercury 400
spectrometer. Solvents (CDCl3 or d8-THF) contained 0.03% v/v TMS as an internal
reference, chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm relative to TMS. Peak abbreviations are
used as follows: s=singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet, m=multiplet, br=broad.
4.3.2 Synthesis of norbornene hexyl imide:
3

g

anhydride

of

exo-norbornene

(0.018

mol)

was

added to a round-bottom flask
(RBF) and dissolved in 10 mL
of dry toluene. Then 2.64 mL of hexylamine (0.020 mol) was added to the RBF followed
by 2.92 mL of triethylamine (0.020 mol). The RBF was then attached to a Dean-Stark
apparatus and heated to reflux overnight. Reaction mixture was washed two times with
DI water, followed by two washes with 1M HCl, followed by two washes with saturated
sodium bicarbonate, followed by two washes of a saturated brine solution. Organic layer
was then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and gravity filtered into 20 mL scintillation
vial. Product was evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to afford a free-flowing
pale colored oil. 72% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm 6.29 (t, 2H), 3.50-3.42
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(m, 2H), 3.29-3.26 (m, 2H), 2.67 (d, 2H), 1.60-1.48 (m, 2H), 1.35-1.20 (m, 8H), 0.920.82 (m, 3H).

4.3.3 Synthesis of exo-norbornene hexanoic acid:
5

g

of

exo-carbic

anhydride (0.0305 mol)
was added to a RBF. Then 4.4 g of hexanoic acid (0.0335 mol) was added to the RBF. 10
mL of dry toluene was then added to the RBF, partially dissolving the solids. Then 4.76
mL of triethylamine was added to the solution. The RBF was then attached to a DeanStark apparatus and heated to 130 °C overnight. Organic layer was washed with two
washes of DI water, two washes with 1M HCl, two washes with saturated sodium
bicarbonate, and two washes with brine solution. The organic layer was then dried over
anhydrous sodium sulfate and filtered into a 20 mL scintillation vial and evaporated to
dryness under reduced pressure to afford a thick, viscous oil which slowly crystallized
overnight. 74% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm 6.28 (s), 3.49 (tr), 3.31 (s),
2.42 (tr), 1.68-1.27 (m), 1.18 (d),
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4.3.4 Synthesis of exo-norbornene hexanoic acid chloride:
0.915 g (3.3 mmol) was
dissolved in 4 mL of
dichloromethane (DCM)
and then added to a RBF. Then a catalytic amount of dimethylformamide (DMF) (one
drop) was added to the solution. The RBF was sealed with a rubber septum and the
solution was sparged with nitrogen for 10 minutes. Then 0.314 mL of oxalyl chloride (3.6
mmol) was syringed, dropwise, into the RBF. Finally, 0.26 mL of triethylamine (3.6
mmol) was added to dropwise, via syringe into the RBF. Rapid bubbling ensued upon
addition of triethylamine and the solution turned a bright orange/pink color. Solution was
allowed to stir overnight, turning into a dark orange/brown colored solution. The product
was immediately used in the following step to synthesize exo-norbornene hexanoic
pentafluorophenyl ester.
4.3.5 Synthesis of exo-norbornene hexanoic pentafluorophenyl ester:
Immediately using the exonorbornene

hexanoic

acid

chloride from the previous
step,

and

assuming

quantitative yields, the RBF was placed in an ice bath. 0.607 g of pentafluorophenol (3.3
mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of DCM and then syringed into the RBF. Then 0.24 mL of
triethylamine was syringed into the flask dropwise, via syringe. Rapid bubbling and gas
evolution ensued. Product was allowed to warm to room temperature after 15 minutes,
then left to stir overnight. Organic layer was washed twice with DI water, two times with
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1M HCl, two times with saturated sodium bicarbonate, then two times with brine
solution. The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and filtered
into a 20 mL scintillation vial and evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to afford
a dark orange, viscous oil. 58% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm 6.28 (s), 3.49
(tr), 3.31 (s), 2.42 (tr), 1.68-1.27 (m), 1.18 (d).
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F NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm -

152.75 (d), -158.76 (tr), -162.9 (tr).

4.3.6 Synthesis of exo-norbornene dodecanoic acid:
2

g

of

exo-norbornene

anhydride (0.012 mol) was
added to a RBF. Then 2.89 g of dodecanoic acid (0.013 mol) was added to the RBF. Then
5 mL of dry toluene was added to the RBF, partially dissolving the solids. Then 1.83 mL
of triethylamine was added to the RBF (0.013 mol). The RBF was attached to a DeanStark apparatus and heated to 126 oC overnight. The organic layer was washed twice
with DI water, twice with 1M HCl, twice with saturated sodium bicarbonate, and twice
with brine. The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and filtered
into a 20 mL scintillation vial and evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to afford
an extremely thick oil. 77% yield.

4.3.7 Synthesis of exo-norbornene dodecanoic acid chloride:
2 g of exo-norbornene
dodecanoic

acid

(5.5

mmol) was dissolved in
4 mL of dry DCM and then added to a RBF followed by a catalytic amount of DMF (1
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drop). The RBF was then sealed with a rubber septum and sparged with nitrogen for 10
minutes. 0.57 mL of oxalyl chloride (6.6 mmol) was syringed, dropwise, into the RBF
where slight bubbling was observed. After the effervescence ceased, 0.927 mL of
triethylamine (6.6 mmol) was syringed dropwise into the RBF. The reaction proceeded to
bubble rapidly and turn a bright orange/pink color. The solution was allowed to stir
overnight turning into a dark orange/brown color. This solution was used immediately in
the following step to synthesize the exo-norbornene dodecanoic pentafluorophenyl ester
without further purification.
4.3.8 Synthesis of exo-norbornene dodecanoic pentafluorophenyl ester:
Assuming

quantitative

yield from previous step,
the

RBF

was

then

submerged in an ice bath. While RBF cooled to 0 °C, 1.21 g of pentafluorophenol (6.6
mmol) was dissolved in 2 mL of DCM then syringed into the RBF dropwise. Finally
0.927 mL of triethylamine (6.6 mmol) was syringed, dropwise, into the RBF. Rapid
bubbling ensued. After 15 minutes the reaction was allowed to warm to room temperature
and stir overnight. Organic layer was washed twice with DI water, twice with 1M HCl,
twice with saturated sodium bicarbonate, and twice with brine. The organic layer was
then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and filtered into a 20 mL scintillation vial and
evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to afford a thick, dark orange oil. 74%
yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm 6.15 (s), 3.45-3.21 (m), 2.68 (tr), 1.84-1.15 (br
m). 19F NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm -153.3 (d), -158.9 (tr), -163.1 (tr).
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4.3.9 An example procedure for ROMP (catalyst added last):
0.16 g of of the monomers exonorbornene hexyl imide (0.65
mmol)

and

0.34

norbornene

g

of

exo-

dodecanoic

pentafluorophenyl

ester

(0.66

mmol) were added to RBF . Then
the monomers were dissolved in 5 mL of dry DCM. The RBF was then sealed with a
rubber septum and the monomer solution was sparged with nitrogen for 10 minutes. After
sparging, 8.22 mg of Grubbs’ 1st generation catalyst (0.01 mmol) dissolved in 1 mL of
dry DCM was syringed into the RBF all at once. The reaction underwent vigorous
stirring for 20 minutes then was quenched with a large excess of ethyl vinyl ether and
stirred for 2 hours. The polymer solution was then precipitated into room temperature
methanol to afford 0.228 g of a tacky, dark gray/tan polymer. 46% yield. Polymer was
characterized via triple detection. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm 5.78-5.45 (br d),
3.50-2.63 (br m), 2.37-0.88 (br m). 19F NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3); δ ppm -153.2 (br s), 158.5 (br s), -162.8 (br s). SEC (THF) Mw = 91.6 kDa, PDI = 1.28

4.3.10 An example procedure for a “starve-fed” ROMP:
Due to the propensity of ROMP
monomers

containing

FAH

moieties to gel with Grubbs’
2nd and 3rd generation catalyst,
an attempt to “starve-feed” the
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polymerization in order to control the degree of polymerization was performed. 11.1 mg
of Grubbs’ 3rd generation catalyst (0.013 mmol) was dissolved in 0.4 mL of dry
tetrahydrofuran and added to a RBF and sealed with a rubber septum. The RBF was then
degassed with nitrogen for 10 minutes. Then 0.44 g of exo-norbornene hexyl imide (1.78
mmol), and 0.80 g of exo-norbornene hexanoic pentafluorophenyl ester (1.8 mmol) was
dissolved in 10 mL of dry THF in a 20 mL scintillation vial. The monomer solution was
then added dropwise over 5 minutes. After the last drop of monomer solution was added
the reaction was allowed to stir for one minute and was then quenched with a large excess
of ethyl vinyl ether and allowed to stir for two hours. The polymer was then precipitated
into room temperature methanol to yield a dark tan/gray gummy solid. Quantitative yield.
Polymers did not fully redissolve in THF after precipitation. The solution was filtered
twice through 0.45 um PTFE luer lock filters. SEC traces displayed very large shoulder in
the high molecular weight region. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm 5.79-5.47 (br d),
3.51-2.62 (br m), 2.37-0.95 (br m). 19F NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3); δ ppm -153.2 (br s), 158.5 (br s), -162.8 (br s). SEC (THF) Mw = 140 kDa, PDI = 1.04*. * see Figure 4.2.
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CHAPTER 5

NEW ROUTES IN POST-POLYMERIZATION MODIFICATION WITH
PENTAFLUOROPHENYL ACTIVATED ESTERS

5.1 Introduction

Scheme 5.1 Sequential post-polymerization modifications with pentafluorophenyl
activated esters

Post-polymerization modification is one of the most powerful tools available to polymer
chemists. By imbuing specific functional moieties into polymer backbones that are
unreactive to various polymerization chemistries such as ATRP,100 RAFT,130 ROMP,131
ADMET132 and more,102,133 this allows the scientist to create a vast array of intricate
polymeric materials. One of the most powerful tools in post-polymerization modification
lies in the use of activated esters.134 Some of the most well-studied activated esters
include N-hydroxysuccinimide activated ester,135 thiazolidine-2-thione esters,136 salicylicacid-derivitives,137 tetrafluorphenyl esters,138 and pentafluorophenyl esters.108,139 All of
these activated ester moieties provide a functional handle for a wide range of classic
nucleophiles such as hydroxy groups, amines, and more.134
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Of particular interest to this work is the pentafluorophenyl activated ester moiety, in
pentafluorophenyl methacrylate (PFMA). Thanks to PFMA’s hydrolytic stability109 and
selectiveness to primary alkyl amines,108 PFMA has enjoyed success in the fields of
{medicine, drug delivery, smart materials, and more]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, what has yet to be shown regarding the use of PFMA’s pentafluorophenyl
activated ester is its ability to undergo thiol-para fluoro “click-like” reactions while still
maintaining its reactivity towards primary alkyl amines.
Thiol-para fluoro “click-like” reactions are high yielding, fast, and atom efficient
reactions fulfilling most of the requirements for a “click” reaction.101 These reactions
have been used in various post-polymerization modifications such as in the creation of
glycopolymers,140,141 tuning hydrogen bonding capabilities within functional polymers,142
and post-polymerization modifications of multi-component based monomers.143 Thiols
function as “soft” nucleophiles capable of undergoing nucleophilic aromatic substitution
with various aromatic halogens.144-146 This is critical when working with activated esters,
as it selectively substitutes at the para-position, leaving the activated ester moiety
unscathed.
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5.2 Results and Discussion

Scheme 5.2 Scheme of the different thiols capable of performing thiol-para fluoro clickreactions on pentafluorophenyl-activated esters.

Due to its simple synthesis, ease of polymerization, selectivity towards primary alkyl
amines, and straightforward post-polymerization modification procedure,108,113 PFMA
was chosen for this work. A simple copolymer of methyl methacrylate (MMA) and
PFMA were synthesized for this work. Benzyl mercaptan was chosen first as a proof-ofconcept reaction for the thiol-para fluoro “click-like” reaction because of the obvious
benzylic proton peak, as well as the aromatic proton peaks in 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Further more,

19

F NMR was also employed to first show the disaperance of the para

fluorine, and then the complete disaperance of the fluorinated moiety after exposure to a
primary alkyl amine, hexylamine in this case. Finally, size-exclusion chromatography
was used to show the shifts in molecular weight on the addition of a thiol-containing
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molecule, as well as a second shift to longer retention time after the addition of
hexylamine. After showing the successful addition of benzyl mercaptan, followed by the
addition of hexylamine, an aromatic thiol (thiophenol) and an alkyl thiol (1-hexanethiol)
were chosen to show the utility of this new, powerful tool in post-polymerization
modification. Further demonstrating to robustness of this methodology, all of the thiolpara fluoro reactions were carried out in scintillation vials in ambient atmosphere, and
without the use of dry solvents.
In order to prove the power and utility in this new post-polymerization technique,
we have also demonstrated that the thiol-para fluoro click-chemistry, while attached to
the ester, can have a range of different thiols used. As can be seen in Figure A 45, Figure
A 46, Figure A 47, and Figure A 48 we have demonstrated that this chemistry can be
achieved with a broad range of different thiols including a primary alkyl thiol (1hexanethiol) as well as an aromatic thiol (thiophenol), respectively.
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Figure 5.1 19F NMR of the parent pentafluorophenyl methacrylate polymer (top), the
thiol-para fluoro post-polymerization modification (middle), and the post-polymerization
of the still activated ester via primary alkyl amine (bottom)
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Figure 5.2 1H NMR spectra of sequential post-polymerization modifications through the
pentafluorophenyl-activated ester.

5.3 Experimental

5.3.1 General Methods
General Methods. Reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed on a Tosoh EcoSEC dual detection (RI
and UV) GPC system coupled to an external Wyatt Technologies miniDAWN Treos
multi angle light scattering (MALS) detector and a Wyatt Technologies ViscoStarII
differential viscometer. Samples were run in THF at 30 °C at a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min.
The column set was one SuperH-L guard column, one Tosoh TSKgel SuperH3000
column (6x150mm), and one Tosoh TSKgel SuperH4000 column (6x150mm). Increment
refractive index values (dn/dc) were calculated online assuming 100% mass recovery (RI
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as the concentration detector) using the Astra 6 software package (Wyatt Technologies)
by selecting the entire trace from analyte peak onset to the onset of the solvent peak or
flow marker. Absolute molecular weights and molecular weight distributions were
calculated using the Astra 6 software package. Intrinsic viscosity ([η]) and viscometric
hydrodynamic radii (Rh) were calculated from the differential viscometer detector trace
and processed using the Astra 6 software. 1H NMR (400 MHz) spectra were recorded on
a Varian Associates Mercury 400 spectrometer. Solvents (CDCl3 or d8-THF) contained
0.03% v/v TMS as an internal reference, chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm relative
to TMS. Peak abbreviations are used as follows: s=singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet,
m=multiplet, br=broad.
5.3.2 Synthesis of pentafluorophenyl methacrylate

2.5

g

of

pentafluorophenol
(0.014 mol) was added
to a RBF and dissolved in 5 mL of dry DCM. The RBF was sealed with a rubber septum
and degassed for 25 minutes with nitrogen. The RBF was then placed in an ice bath and
then 2.08 mL of triethylamine (0.015 mol) was added via syringe. Next 1.44 mL of
methacryoyl chloride was added dropwise to the RBF via gas-tight syringe. The solution
was allowed to stir at 0 °C for one hour, then gradually warmed to room temperature and
allowed to stir for 16 hours. The organic layer was washed twice with DI water, twice
with 1M HCl, twice with saturated sodium bicarbonate, and twice with brine. Organic
layer was dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporated to dryness under reduced
pressure to yield 2.94 g of a pale yellow oil. 78% yield. (1H NMR 400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ
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ppm 6.49 (s), 5.8 (s), 2.1 (tr). (19F NMR 400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm -153.4 (d), -158.9 (tr),
-163.2 (tr).

5.3.3 Polymer synthesis
0.28 g of uninhibited methyl
methacrylate (2.8 mmol) and
0.71 g of pentafluorophenyl
methacrylate
were

added

into

a

RBF.

Next,

8.0

mg

of

(2.8

mmol)

4-cyano-4-

[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanyl] pentanoic acid (0.02 mmol), acting as a chain
transfer agent, was added to the RBF followed by 0.066 mg of azoisobutyronitrile (0.004
mmol), acting as a radical source, were added to the RBF. Finally, 2 mL of dry toluene
was added into the RBF. The RBF was then sealed with a rubber septum and degassed
with nitrogen for a half hour. After degassing, the RBF was plunged into an 80 °C oil
bath to initiate polymerization. Polymerization was allowed to run for 18 hours and was
quenched by removing RBF from eat and exposing solution to air. The solution was
precipitated into cold methanol to yield a white powder. 0.216 g of polymer was
recovered, 21% conversion. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm 3.75-3.55 (br s), 2.641.67 (br m), 1.71-0.75 (br m). 19F NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm -149.9- -152.8 (br m),
-156.9- -158.5 (br s), -161.9- -163.1 (br s). SEC (THF) Mw = 14.0 kDa, PDI 1.09
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5.3.4 Representative thiol-para fluoro post polymerization modification:
0.1 g of poly(methyl methacrylateco-pentafluorophenyl methacrylate)
was added into a 20 mL scintillation
vial. The polymer was then dissolved
in 1 mL of DMF. Next, a large
excess of benzyl mercaptan (10 drops) and triethylamine (10 drops) was added to the
scintillation vial. The reaction was stirred for four hours and then precipitated into room
temperature methanol. The polymer solution was then vacuum filtered and subsequently
washed numerous times with cold methanol to reduce the unpleasant odor. 0.89 g of a
white powder was recovered. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm 7.35-7.05 (br s), 4.213.95 (br s), 3.70-3.45 (br s), 2.60-0.75 (br m).

19

F NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm –

134.2 (br s), -149.7- -153.3 (br m). SEC (THF) P5.2: Mw = 16.4 kDa, PDI = 1.08. P5.3:
Mw = 17.6 kDa, PDI = 1.11. P5.4: Mw = 17.7 kDa, PDI = 1.08.

5.3.5 Representative post-polymerization modification of the active ester:
0.05 g of the benzyl mercaptan
functionalized polymer was dissolved
in 0.5 mL of DMF and added into a 5
mL RBF. Next, a large excess of
hexylamine (10 drops) and triethylamine (10 drops) was added to the RBF. The RBF was
then sealed with a rubber septum and degassed with nitrogen for 20 minutes. The RBF
was then submerged into a 80 °C oil bath and stirred for 2 hours. The polymer was then
precipitated into diethyl ether yielding an off-white sticky solid. 0.021 grams were
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recovered. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3 ): δ ppm 3.67 (br s), 2.73-0.89 (br m). SEC (THF)
Mw = 9.45 kDa, PDI = 1.17.
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APPENDIX

Figure A 1 P1 SEC trace see page 30

Figure A 2 N1 SEC trace see page 32
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Figure A 3 uN1 SEC trace see page 33

Figure A 4 Oxidized uN1 SEC trace see page 34
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Figure A 5 P3.1 SEC trace see page 50

Figure A 6 P3.2 SEC trace see page 50
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Figure A 7 P3.3 SEC trace see page 50

Figure A 8 P3.4 SEC trace see page 52
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Figure A 9 N3.4 SEC trace see page 53

Figure A 10 P3.5 SEC trace see page 53
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Figure A 11 P4.1 SEC trace see page 69

Figure A 12 P4.2 SEC trace see page 69
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Figure A 13 P4.7 SEC trace see page 69

Figure A 14 P5.1 SEC trace see page 78
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Figure A 15 P5.2 SEC trace see page 79

Figure A 16 P5.3 SEC trace see page 79
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Figure A 17 P5.4 SEC trace see page 79

Figure A 18 P5.5 SEC trace see page 79
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90
Figure A 19 P1 proton NMR see page 30

91
Figure A 20 N2 proton NMR see page 32

92
Figure A 21 uN2 proton NMR see page 33

93
Figure A 22 Pentafluorophenyl methacrylate proton NMR see page 49

94
Figure A 23 Pentafluorophenyl methacrylate fluorine NMR see page 49

95
Figure A 24. P3.1 proton NMR see page 50

96
Figure A 25 P3.1 fluorine NMR see page 50

97
Figure A 26 P3.2 proton NMR see page 50

98
Figure A 27 P3.2 fluorine NMR see page 50

99
Figure A 28 P3.3 proton NMR see page 50

10
0
Figure A 29 P3.3 fluorine NMR see page 50

10
1
Figure A 30 hexanoic acid norbornene imide proton NMR see page 65

10
2
Figure A 31 P4.1 proton NMR see page 69

10
3
Figure A 32 P4.1 fluorine NMR see page 69

10
4
Figure A 33 P4.2 proton NMR see page

10
5
Figure A 34 P4.2 fluorine NMR see page 69

10
6
Figure A 35 Example post-polymerization modification of P4.1 proton NMR

10
7
Figure A 36 Example of post-polymerization modification of P4.1 fluorine NMR

10
8
Figure A 37 Hexanoic pentafluorophenyl norbornene imide monomer proton NMR see page 66

10
9
Figure A 38 Hexanoic pentafluorophenyl norbornene imide monomer fluorine NMR see page 66

11
0
Figure A 39 Dodecanoic pentafluorophenyl esternorbornene imide monomer proton NMR see page 68

11
1
Figure A 40 Dodecanoic pentafluorophenyl esternorbornene imide monomer fluorine NMR see page 68

11
2
Figure A 41 P5.1 proton NMR see page 78

11
3
Figure A 42 P5.1 fluorine NMR see page 78

11
4
Figure A 43 P5.2 proton NMR see page 79

11
5
Figure A 44 P5.2 fluorine NMR see page 79

11
6
Figure A 45 P5.3 proton NMR see page 79

11
7
Figure A 46 P5.3 fluorine NMR see page 79

11
8
Figure A 47 P5.4 proton NMR see page 79

11
9
Figure A 48 P5.4 fluorine NMR see page 79

12
0
Figure A 49 P5.5 proton NMR see page 79

12
1
Figure A 50 P5.5 fluorine NMR see page 79
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